Entangled photons play a pivotal role in the distribution of quantum information in quantum networks. However, the frequency bands for optimal transmission and storage of photons are not necessarily the same. Here we experimentally demonstrate the coherent frequency conversion of photons entangled in their polarization, a widely used degree of freedom in photonic quantum information processing. We verify the successful entanglement conversion by violating a ClauserHorne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) Bell inequality and fully confirm that our characterised fidelity of entanglement transfer is close to unity using both state and process tomography. Our implementation is robust and flexible, making it a practical building block for future quantum networks.
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Quantum frequency conversion of single photons offers an elegant way to avoid the often difficult trade-offs of choosing a single optimal photon wavelength. Quantum networks [1] that will for example facilitate the large-scale deployment of secure quantum communication [2] require the distribution of entanglement using flying qubits (photons) between quantum repeater nodes which can coherently store entanglement in quantum memories and concatenate it by entanglement swapping [3] . The standard wavelength for optical fiber transmission is 1550 nm, where loss is minimal, whereas the highest quantum memory efficiencies have to date been achieved in Rubidium vapour at around 800 nm [4] . Such issues also arise in many other contexts, connected to e.g. detector performance (for 1550 nm photons), general transmission and dispersion properties of the materials used or the availability of suitable laser sources. Coherent frequency conversion of flying qubits can sidesteps this type of problem altogether.
The basic principle of optical frequency conversion is the nonlinear process of sum frequency generation (SFG): a pump and an input field are combined in a nonlinear medium generating an output field with the sum of the input frequencies. One main experimental motivation has been to solve the detection problem for single photons at 1550 nm, by converting to the visible regime and using -instead of InGaAs-based -better performing Silicon-based photon detectors [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the single-photon regime, where the input field is much weaker than the pump, near-100% conversion efficiencies can be achieved by optimising interaction nonlinearities (e.g., by using waveguides [7, 8] ) and high pump field intensities (e.g. with cavities [5] , or pulsed pump lasers [6] ). Critically, the SFG process can also conserve the quantum properties of the input light [9] and fulfil several fundamental requirements for universal photonic quantum interfaces: firstly, the conversion process must preserve the photons' indistinguishability [10, 11] as well as their single photon character [12] ; secondly, it must also preserve quantum information, and in particular entanglement, stored in the photons. Especially, polarization entanglement is being very widely used in a plethora of quantum optical experiments because of its remarkable practical advantages of precise and easy generation, control and measurement. While phase-and polarization-maintaining conversion has been shown for classical fields [13] [14] [15] , conservation of entanglement has so far been reported for time-bin-entangled photons [16] .
Here, we demonstrate coherent conversion of polarization-entangled photons from 810 nm to 532 nm using a continuous-wave pump laser at 1550 nm. By violating a Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) [17] Bell inequality we stringently verified the entanglement transfer. Our results extend coherent single-photon frequency conversion to the widely used and therefore important degree of freedom of photon polarization.
In our experiment, figure 1 , the polarization-coherent up-conversion takes place in two orthogonally oriented, periodically-poled KTiOPO 4 (ppKTP) crystals. The crystals are designed for type-I quasi-phase-matching for 810 nm + 1550 nm → 532 nm, and oriented such that the horizontally (H) polarized component of the input at 810 nm is converted to 532 nm (also H) in the first crystal, and the vertical (V) component is converted in the second. Chromatic dispersion and crystal birefringence cause a combined temporal walkoff of ∼ 1.8 ps between the orthogonal polarization components, similar to the photon coherence time [19] . To render the output photons indistinguishable, we compensate this walk-off with a pair of birefringent CaCO 3 (calcite) wedges with a combined thickness of ∼ 3 mm. Thus, an input state φ
2 is converted into:
The phase θ, as well as the relative conversion efficiency η H /η V between the two crystals can be controlled through the polarization state of the 1550 nm pump laser beam, which we adjust with fiber-polarization controllers. The pump laser system consists of a tunable, fiber-coupled external-cavity diode laser amplified to 1 W with a high-power erbium-doped fiber amplifier. The pump field and the entangled photons were combined with a dichroic mirror and focused to spot sizes of ∼ 70 µm (1550) and ∼ 50 µm (810). After recollimation, the 532 nm light was separated from both the 1550 nm pump and the 810 nm photons via multiple reflections off three dichroic mirrors, suppressing the unconverted 810 nm photons by at least 100 dB. The up-converted 532 nm photon and its entangled 810 nm partner photon were then subjected to polarization analysis and detected by single-photon avalanche photo diodes, with a detection efficiency of around 50% both at 532 nm and 810 nm.
The conversion efficiency of this setup for Gaussian beams is theoretically given by [5] :
with pump beam power P p , input and output wavelengths λ 1,2 , the corresponding crystal refraction indices n 1,2 , the effective nonlinearity d eff , crystal length L and the focussing factor h m (for Gaussian beams). The spot sizes of ∼ 70 µm (1550) and ∼ 50 µm (810), corresponding to a focussing parameter ξ = L 2z R (with Rayleigh length z R ) of about 0.8 for both beams, yield h m ∼0.6. For the maximally available pump power of 1 W and a single 4.3 mm long crystal we thus expect an efficiency of ∼0.8%. Experimentally, calibration measurements with a 810 nm laser diode resulted in 270 nW of 532 nm light converted from an input of 28 µW at 810 nm. Accounting for the wavelength difference and ∼ 16% optical loss, this implies an observed up-conversion efficiency of ∼0.6%. The discrepancy between theory and measurement is likely due to a slightly lower effective non-linear coefficient caused by non-perfect periodic poling.
For polarization-coherent operation we convert one photon of an entangled 810 nm/810 nm pair in the φ + state created by our entangled photon source. From 7.3 × 10 4 counts per second (cps) input photon pairs, we detected 15 cps pairs after conversion, yielding an effective up-conversion efficiency of ∼ 2 × 10 −4 . Considering fiber coupling losses of 50% this corresponds to an intrinsic conversion efficiency-directly after the crystalsof about 0.04%. After accounting for the reduction by 50% because each crystal is pumped at half the pump power and another ∼ 82% because the beam focus is located between the two crystals instead of the crystal centers, this number is in good agreement to the theoretical efficiency-primarily limited by available pump power-and our auxiliary laser diode measurements.
A stringent way to demonstrate that polarization entanglement is preserved in the conversion process is the violation of a Bell inequality [20] , in our case the CHSH inequality [17] for the converted, 532 nm/810 nm polarization state:
where E(·, ·) are the correlations for joint polarization measurements on two photons along the angles α = 0
• , α = 45 • , β = 22.5
• , β = 67.5
• . A Bell value above the classical bound of 2 implies that the measured state is incompatible with a local realistic model [17, 20] and is thus entangled. With about 15 cps coincidence rate and integrating over 100 seconds for each measurement, we recorded the coincidences for the 16 necessary combinations of measurement angles. We obtained an experimental Bell parameter of S exp = 2.615 ± 0.027,
which violates the classical bound by more than 20 standard deviations. The observation of entanglement in the output state is striking, because the original 810 nm photon has been annihilated and created again in the 532 nm mode-a rather invasive interaction. To assess the quantum nature of the up-conversion process, we characterized it using tomographic techniques. operations-an input state is subject to, with the dominating element denoting the identity operation. The calculated process fidelity F and purity (P ) are F = 99.23 ± 0.01% and P = 98.54 ± 0.01%. Error margins for F and (P ) are determined assuming from Poissonian count statistics.
We first performed process tomography [21, 22] with a strongly attenuated laser diode to assess the intrinsic, i.e. independent of non-perfect detector-performance, dynamics of the entanglement transfer. We prepared the input states {|H , |V , |D , |A , |R , |L } and, for each input, measured the the same set of 6 observables for the up-converted 532 nm single-photon output, where
According to Eq. 1, for θ=0 and balanced conversion, η H =η V , the ideal process matrix χ ideal has a single non-zero element (I, I) in the Pauli basis representation. This is very close to the reconstructed process matrix, figure 2 which has a process fidelity [23] to the ideal case of F = 99.23±0.01%. This indicates that the conversion process has excellent polarization coherence.
We subsequently characterized in detail the entanglement transfer: we performed two-qubit quantum state tomography [23] on both the entangled photon input state and the entangled photon output state and compared the two (see figure 3 ). For this we measured a total of 36 combinations of the 6 single-qubit observables {|H , |V , |D , |A , |R , |L }, for a measurement time of 1 second for the 810 nm/810 nm polarization-entangled input state and 100 seconds for the 810 nm/532 nm output state in which the first 810 nm photon remained unchanged. We used maximum-likelihood optimization to reconstructed the two-qubit density matrices from these measurements, and calculated several key diagnostic parameters: the input state fidelity (with the maximally entangled Bell state φ + ) is F ρin = 95.91 ± 0.04% and tangle is T ρin = 84.3 ± 0.1%. These values decrease to F ρout = 93.8 ± 0.3% and T ρout = 77 ± 1% for the (partially) up-converted states.
An error analysis shows that the most significant error contribution was caused by accidental coincidence counts, which occur when two photons from unrelated pairs are recorded within the coincidence time window. Double-pair emissions were negligible and we did not observe any statistically significant pump-induced background counts. We estimated the accidental coincidence rates for every input and output measurement configuration by splitting one of the detector signals and measuring the coincidences with a relative time delay between the channels. We now subtract these accidentals from the raw coincidence counts in reconstructing our output states to probe the intrinsic quality of the up-conversion process. The resulting density matrices are shown in figure 3. The parameters for the corrected output states are F ρout = 96.7±0.2%, P ψout = 94.7±0.4% and T ρout = 88±1%. These and the corresponding values calculated from the accidental-corrected (as explained above) input state are summarized in figure 4 . The exceptional quality of the polarization entanglement transfer is further highlighted by the overlap fidelity between the entangled input and output states of F ρin,ρout = 97.8 ± 0.4%.
To conclude, we have shown and verified the conversion of polarization entanglement with intrinsically near unity fidelity using quantum state and process tomography. We furthermore violated a Bell inequality for the converted state. Our setup is flexible, compact and robust; it uses simple bulk nonlinear materials, requires no cryogenic or vacuum apparatus and is compatible with standard integrated-fibre and waveguide technologies. It is thus well suited for large-scale deployment in quantum networks and other quantum technologies where wavelength conversion is essential. Our conversion efficiencies are close to the theoretically calculated limit imposed by the available pump power and can be straightforwardly enhanced by known techniques to achieve near unity single-photon efficiencies [5] [6] [7] [8] . Specifically, for our polarization coherent design the efficiency can be significantly increased by using longer crystals and moving to bidirectionally pumped schemes (e.g. Sagnac-, or Michelson-type interferometers [14] ). Importantly, with pump schemes like ours where the pump has a lower frequency then the converted photons [24, 25] the conversion can remain free of pump-induced noise even at the required high pump power.
Converting 810 nm to 532 nm, as demonstrated here, can be important for various reasons; for example custom 532 nm single-photon detectors can have up to 10 times lower timing jitter than their 810 nm counterparts and superconducting nanowire detectors as well as CCD-based imaging systems are more efficient at shorter wavelengths. Moreover, the wavelengths in our setup are interchangeable. Up-converting 1550 nm photons can be achieved by pumping with 810 nm, where powerful lasers are readily available. Coherent frequency conversion also opens up avenues in fundamental physics, such as enabling access to superposition bases for color qubits [26] . Finally, a future interesting challenge will be to also change the photons' spectral bandwidth during frequency conversion via suitably designed phase matching similar to [27] . This could prove useful for interfacing photons with narrow-bandwidth quantum memories.
During preparation of this manuscript we became aware of interesting related work involving entanglement transfer using four-wave-mixing in Rb vapor [28] .
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